Game of Thrones.
The ‘Game of Thrones’ is the heavenly chess tournament played for Jesus’ inheritance. Now you
may be thinking that His inheritance is all the souls of this world, but the bible says it is the nations
of this world. Of course the nations contain the souls but Jesus and Satan are playing for much
higher stakes, they are playing for ‘the whole house’ so to speak. It is a game of winner takes all. In
the temptation in Luke 4:5 Satan offered Jesus ‘the nations’ as they were a much more enticing
temptation than just ‘souls’. In Rev.20:3 Satan is locked in the pit so that he can deceive the
‘nations’ no more till the 1000 years are finished, and in Rev. 20:8 Satan was released from the pit
again ‘to deceive the nations’.
The main players in the game are Jesus and Satan. Jesus has chosen the white chess pieces and of
course Satan has chosen the black pieces because that is his favourite colour.
Just to familiarize you with the different chess pieces.
The ‘kings’ represent the heads of nations, or the mind moulders who are the controllers of the 7
mountains, being religion, family, education, government, media, arts and business. These control
the nations currently under Satan’s manipulation. There are many kings and it is a game that is
played on a worldwide stage with multiple players and games going on at the same time. Kings are
thoughtful and only move only 1 step at a time.
The ‘queens’ represent the church which is made up of many body parts which are meant to work
together but currently do not. Queens can move in any direction they please. The Queen also
represents Satan through the antichrist spirit.
The ‘bishops’ are the fast moving messengers who carry intelligence to the commanders at the front
line, which is then relayed to the troops (pawns). They can only move diagonally but quickly for
many places, if required.
The ‘knights’ are the aggressive attacking generals who make strategic moves on the battle field.
They can go 2 steps one way and 1 step the other. They set up the play for the next attack.
The ‘rooks’ are the apostles who are supposed to move forward with clear insight and give direction
to the kings. They can move forward or sideways for as many spaces as they choose.
The ‘pawns’ are the ground troops and generally move 1 place forward at a time but can take
another enemy piece if they are diagonally in front of them. They are supposed to follow the king’s
commands.
The game commenced in all seriousness back in the Garden of Eden.
It was all going to plan until Satan, that cunning serpent of old, caught God’s troops off guard and
took both of Jesus’ bishops. This was not a good start to the game for God. It meant that for the
future, messages had to come through the Holy Spirit, instead of God having direct intimacy with
the troops through the bishops. Adam and Eve were put outside the garden and it all went downhill
from there for many generations.
The evil on the planet was multiplying to such a degree that God had to do something drastic. The
Trinity got their heads together and pulled off a dangerous but planned move directed by Noah, an
apostle (read-rook) of that time. It mission was code named ‘The flood’.
This caught Satan off guard but he bounced back with the tower of Babel but had his ground troops
(read-pawns) scattered by God among the nations in a clever counter attack.
The chess game continued for another few thousand years, and the battle was continuous with both
sides taking the advantage in different generations. However, Satan being the master of deception
gradually gained the upper hand when he introduced formalised religion where man took control,
and he, Satan directed their plans and actions. He lost a few pawns here and there but that did not
concern him, as it was the nations he was after.
God, recognizing the seriousness of the age pulled off His master move. He sent his Son Jesus to
earth as a man, to demonstrate the kingdom of God on earth as it is in heaven. In doing this, God
knew all along that man’s religion would lead to the death of his Son, but that His death would

eventuate in final victory for mankind and the coming of heaven on earth as per His original plan.
The chess game has now entered into its final phase. Satan has over the last 2 thousand years taken
Jesus knights (read-generals) having deluded them into believing that it is just ‘souls’ Jesus is after.
Satan has done this by his masterly deception. Even though he has not been able to tamper with the
written word of God, he has been able to get the saints over the last 1900 years, to view the
kingdom mandate through the ‘lens’ of the gospel of salvation, instead of the ’lens’ of the gospel of
the kingdom. Thus, the church has focussed on winning souls for 2 millennia instead of taking the
nations. Whilst this has built up the number of troops, it is not the correct strategy to win the game.
However, a new breed of rooks (read-apostles) has been born who understand that the correct
interpretation of the kingdom mandate is to take the nations, because “he who takes the nations gets
the harvest of souls”. These new apostles are directing their ground troops (pawns) with a new and
invigorated energy. They, the apostles (rooks) know that it is a game of ‘queens’. Jesus’ queen ‘the
church’ has been pinned down by Satan’s knights, but in doing so Satan has left his flanks open, for
his ‘rooks’ to be taken by the Jesus white rooks (apostles). Once the black rooks are taken they will
expose the black queen (the anti Christ) open to direct attack. This will happen in the last days when
a portion of God’s people will become the true Bride of Christ. The beginnings of the true Bride is
now evident in small numbers across the world.
This new strategy is code named “Seven mountain mandate”, where the apostles with their
amardour of apostle ere (ground troops) directed by the generals (the knights) are beginning to
invade and take the seven mountains of society that are controlled by the enemy. This is done by a
practical demonstration of the gospel of the kingdom in every sphere of the mountains in which we
are currently engaged. When we do this correctly we change the culture into a culture that glorifies
Christ. This can facilitate the transformation the nations into ‘sheep’ nations from ‘goat’ nations.
Then the end of this age will come.
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